
Flu Vaccines 

The Australian Health Protection Principal Committee (AHPPC) made a statement in early April about children and 

early childhood learning centres during COVID-19 .  The statement details the importance of children, families and 

educators receiving the influenza vaccine. 

Part of the risk mitigation for WCCC is the recommendation that children receive the influenza vaccine this year. 

This will not protect against COVID-19 however it is important in protecting the general health of all.  

There is however, no recommendation that children stay away from child care if they have not received the       

immunisation. 

New equipment  

New table tops— Room Two 

The table tops in Room Two were getting a bit old and the laminate edging was coming off. In our investigations on 
the best way to repair this, it was decided that a wood finish would be a suitable replacement, and would fit the 
philosophy of WCCC. I contacted The Men’s Shed at The Monastery on Cross Road  to see if they would be able to 
do the work for us. This supported a local organisation and was a cost effective method of repair.  

Craig from the Men’s Shed was very keen to do the work and sourced several options of wood suitable for         
children’s play as well as being hardy and longstanding. We settled on Acacia as the timber to use.  

Practicing appropriate social distancing, the tabletops have been replaced one by one, with the finish being neat 
and pleasing. A huge thank you to Craig for all his work, and we will definitely be using The Monastery Men’s Shed 
again when needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Whiteboards— Room Three 

Educators in Room Three have been using the wall under the book shelves to display children’s work, and to follow 
the children’s learning. 

When we discovered Mathilde’s dad would be able to help us with a more permanent display area we                 
immediately took up the offer 

We have now installed two large whiteboards along the wall for children to be able to display any work they have 
done, and to add to as they choose. It is currently being 
used to display maps, as Room 3 children are exploring 
mapping in its many different forms. It is also  being 
used to display our connections with friends who are 
not  currently attending child care. It is also a perfect 
place to display the key word signs that are prominent in 
children’s learning. 

Thank you very much to David for measuring and     
making the whiteboards. 
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Diary Dates 

Planned early closure dates for 2020. Tuesday 26th May educators will be engaging in a session with Kerra-Lee 

Shearer, about Understanding the Neurobiology of Developmental Trauma. Kerra-Lee is a Behavioural Specialist 

who has knowledge and practical experience and will be teaching us about the impact of early trauma on brain 

development.  

Wednesday 29th July educators will come together to refresh and practice our CPR skills. WCCC will close at 

4.30pm on both of these occasions. At this stage the CPR training is still going ahead, but due to the nature of the    

session, it may need to be postponed. You will, of course, be notified. 

Staff happenings 

Dani is taking extended leave and will be retuning to WCCC on Monday 
11th May. During this time Marta has stepped into the role of Room        
Co-ordinator for Room Three.  

During the period of Dani’s leave there is no rostered Education for       
Sustainability teacher, so educators are including this teaching as a part of 
their everyday practice. 

Karen has returned from leave in the week of 27th April. 

The educators in Room One completed Safe Sleep  
Training with SIDS and Kids SA (Red Nose) on March 
10th. This was done with 34 educators from  5 other 
local Centres.  Gayle and the PAG have updated the 
sleep and rest policy due to this training. This is       
available in Reception for you to look at. Gayle is also 
updating the Safe Sleep information in our welcome packs. 

WCCC had a visiting nurse during April to give elected staff and educators 
their flu vaccines, which are highly recommended this year. 

WCCC was successful in an application to the Inclusive Development Fund 
Manager through Gowrie SA Inclusion Support Services for a grant to    
support the staff team with professional development. We will be working 
with Kerra-Lee Shearer, Behaviour Specialist, in Understanding the       
Neurobiology of Developmental Trauma. This will support educators in 
understanding the impact of developmental trauma on brain development 
and children’s behaviour. These sessions will occur through visits with  
Kerra-Lee in all rooms and through after hours training sessions, currently 
via ZOOM, between April and August.  

Parent Involvement at WCCC 

The Parent Advisory Group (PAG) 

meets on Wednesdays for this    

semester, from 4.30pm to 5.30pm 

in the staff room at WCCC. 

Meetings are currently on hold due 

to COVID-19 restrictions. I am     

exploring the  option of holding 

future meetings via ZOOM 

To see the educator reports to PAG 

please scroll to the last pages! 

The Adelaide University Childcare 

Services Inc. Board (AUCS) April 

meeting was Monday 27th April via 

ZOOM. The parent representative 

to the Board is Sara Blake. Current 

meeting topics involve the           

Enterprise Bargaining process, and 

of course, management of the two 

AUCS Centres during COVID-19. 

Some more 

happy faces           

to bring a 

smile to 

you 

A reminder: Please keep your child’s    

fingernails short. Sometimes during play 

contact can occur, and short fingernails 

reduce the risk of injury.  



Children in all rooms are learning Mandarin as an everyday part of the educational        

programs. 

Here are some more words we use frequently that your child may know.  

A perfect regular time of the day to be learning Mandarin is during fruit time. 

 

 

香蕉 xiang jiao  “shiang jow”  banana  

  

 

草莓 cao mei  “tsao may”  strawberry   

 

 

菠萝  boluo    “borlor”  pineapple   

 

 

西瓜 xi gua    “shi gua” watermelon   

 

 

梨  li    “li”   pear 

 

            

牛奶 niu nai   “new nai”  milk    

 

To Vilma, Callen and Phoenix in Room 2, 

on the arrival of Bianca 



 

All Things Green 
WCCC was successful in our application to Natural Resources Management (NRM) Adelaide and Mount Lofty   

Ranges Schools Environment Grant 2019/20.  

Dani and Eleanor prepared the grant application to support us to remove and replace the garden beds in              

Pilyabilyangga near the platform and clothesline area. 

The 3 garden beds will be replaced with 4 wicking beds, so we have one for each room to manage, and one shared 

bed for kitchen growing too. There is a plan to grow some local edible Indigenous plants also, sourced from across 

Campus and tapping into the knowledge of the WCCC community!  

The children in each room will be responsible for choosing, planting and watering their own beds, and will be able 

to taste their work regularly, both direct from the garden, and included in the lunch that Grace prepares. 

 

How does a Wicking Bed work? 

According to Gardening Australia’s Sophie Thomson, “wicking beds water plants from below rather than above. 

They're basically containers with water reservoirs at the base - like a giant self-watering pot. Moisture is drawn up 

through the soil via a process called capillary action or wicking. This allows moisture to be more evenly distributed 

through the soil, creating better growing conditions for the plants.” 

Wicking beds only deliver water to the plants roots where it is needed, so are a much more sustainable gardening 

option. 



 

Toilet Time:  Toilet Training for Young Children 

An Information Session for Parents and Carers. 

 

  Date:   Tuesday 2
nd

 June 2020  

 

  Time:   7.00 – 9.00 pm 

 

     Venue: Waite Campus Childrens Centre 

 

 

Achieving independence with toileting is a milestone in any child’s life.  

However, toilet training takes time and there can often be challenges. 

 

This 2-hour information session will provide an introduction to toilet training  

with an overview of typical development.  There will be a range of tips shared about 
preparation and methods to set up for toilet training success.  

  

 

This information session is being facilitated by: 

Debbie Atkins, occupational therapist 

 

Debbie has over 20 years of experience working  

within a community based early intervention service in Adelaide. 

 

Debbie has a special interest in the promotion of toilet training,  

with active involvement in parent education programs  

and the development of resources to support toilet training. 

 

 

 

 

At this stage this event is still going ahead. We will review 

closer to the date. 



Room One Highlights April 2020 

Welcome to children and families who have begun to recommence their care with us again, we are       

excited to see how children have quickly grown and developed in many ways, and it is lovely to start 

building connections again. For many who are under two it has been quite a long time to be away so it can 

be a little like starting over with reconnecting the relationships with educators and other children.  

We also welcome new children joining the Room One ‘family’ – Alice (Wowo), Emma, Charlie and          

Anabiya. 

Due to changes to our usual program to ensure children’s safety we have put some of our usual             

experiences ‘on hold’ such as playdough, finger painting with cornflour gloop and cooking with the       

children. Many of our children (and educators) have enjoyed time in the natural play space of                 

Pilyabilyangga (Kaurna for Butterfly garden) where children have had the opportunities to explore at their 

own pace and interest. There is so much to discover around every corner! We have also enjoyed watching 

the changes in the Autumn leaves that fall into Room One, with babies new to crawling discovering leaves 

and grass as they begin to move along new surfaces with increased joy. 

The ride along bikes, lawnmower, wooden trolleys, large trucks and diggers have kept many of the older 

children engaged in outdoor active play. Sand and water play, balls to throw, bubbles to blow, climbing 

fun over the bridge, balancing boards and foam shapes, along with painting, chalk and pencil drawing 

have all been areas where Room One children have enthusiastically been engaged. Sharing stories and 

singing songs remain a constant form of interaction with each child and strengthens the relationship 

bonds, supports language and thinking capabilities.  

A reminder for families to continue to send extra sets of clothes as our play continues to be both messy 

and fun in all weather!  

Warm regards to all, 

Room One Team 



Room 2 Educator Report to Families 

April 2020 

Practising with scissors has been an interest of the children during April. The children have been 

attempting to cut out shapes around different pictures from magazines. Looking at pictures in recipe 

and travel magazines has sparked many different conversations about food, a slight interest in maps, 

and beaches, shapes, and nature. Using scissors strengthens hand muscles, visual motor skills (eye-hand 

coordination), visual perceptual tasks (directionality), fine motor skills (separation of hand, finger      

dexterity), and promotes grasp pattern, focus and attention.  

 Due to social distancing and in awareness of keeping everyone healthy we have been spending more 

time outside. Being physical and finding ways to move our body has been a great interest. The children 

have been practising to walk with stilts, throwing balls as high as we can and throwing them through 

hoops.  We have been accessing the adventure playground more often. The children have been          

enjoying practising and extending their climbing skills. Every time we are there, their climbing becomes 

more advanced, and they become more confident to try to go further.  The children also enjoy using the 

large musical instruments, experimenting with sound.  

Construction has also been a very big hit over the last few weeks. The children are extending           

themselves to see how tall their towers can be. Wooden blocks have made great race tracks, and       

garages for cars. Other materials have been used to make very extensive constructions.  

Dramatic play continues to be a big interest in Room Two. Dolls, cooking, handbags, shopping have all 

been a part of the play. It’s quite interesting and entertaining to find what’s in the handbags at the end 

of the day! 

Please have a look at the display about children’s creativity on the blue cupboard in Room 2.  



Room 3 Educator Report to PAG   

April 2020 

 

 The last two months were the most challenging so far at all levels of Room 3’s life.  However we 

have proven to maintain stability, security and continuous learning for every child and family in the Room. 

Some families have changed days and some have suspended care for a while so room dynamics have 

changed. Despite of all these changes children have been successfully establishing new friendships.  

On Thursday mornings we have been starting the day in Pilyabilyangga where children have been          

observing small insects, colourful flowers and leaves. Building with natural resources has still been one of 

the children’s favourite experiences.  A group of children have collected some fallen leaves and barks and 

observed the change of seasons. This children’s interest has lead us to talk about autumn and its         

characteristics. We have also been reading different books about the cycle of seasons to inspire children 

observing the natural world around them. 

With Eunice’s lead children planted some snow pea seeds and they have been looking after the 

fast growing plants. Room 3 children had a vivid memory about how delicious the snow peas were last 

year. They decided to become the “snow pea warriors”/”snow pea protectors” to make sure no one will 

pull the plants out. Children have been discovering about the way the snow pea has been growing and its 

tendrils (as children has been describing them “the holding hands of the snow pea”). They have also been 

wondering about what is happening under the soil therefore we have put a couple of seeds in a plastic 

container on wet cotton buds. 

 Children has been enjoying reading about pirates and looking at treasure maps. This interest has 

lead us to learn more about maps. Children has also been drawing their own maps and using them as 

props in their own play. 

 Puzzles have been very popular at the moment which gives children the chance to work together as 

a team. 

 Children have been turning their pictures into kites by using the whole puncher and attaching a 

piece of string to it. It is a perfect weather for making kites. 

 We have also been very proud of Room 3 children following the new personal hygiene routines and 

reminding each other to wash their hands thoroughly. Well done everyone! 


